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Service Level Agreements (SLAs) are currently one of the major research topics in Grid Computing. Among many system components for supporting SLA-aware Grid-based workflow, the SLA mapping mechanism receives a prominent position. It is responsible for assigning sub-jobs of the workflow to Grid resources in a way that meets the user’s deadline and minimizes costs. Assuming many different kinds of sub-jobs and resources, the process of mapping a light communication workflow within an SLA context defines an unfamiliar and difficult problem. This paper presents a mapping algorithm, which can cope with this problem. The quality and efficiency of the algorithm is demonstrated through performance measurements.
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1 Introduction

Service Level Agreements (SLAs) are currently one of the major research topics in Grid Computing. We have developed the system for supporting SLA for the Grid-based workflow [1-6] in which our mapping problems are distinguished from other works [7,8] in many aspects. In our system, sub-jobs of the workflow can be either sequential or parallel programs and each Grid site can handle many sub-jobs simultaneously. Our ideas about Grid-based workflow mapping within the SLA context have 3 main scenarios.

- Mapping Grid-based workflow within SLA context with execution time optimization. This case applies mainly for the error recovery phase [3].
- Mapping heavy communication Grid-based workflow within the SLA context, satisfying the deadline and optimizing the cost [4].
- Mapping light communication Grid-based workflow within the SLA context, satisfying the deadline and optimizing the cost. The key difference in this case compared to the above case is that we can assume the data transfer takes place in only one time slot. We can also omit the data transfer cost. Thus, we can apply several dedicated techniques for solving the problem. An initial work for the case of workflows with light communication is presented in [1], but without considering the variety of sub-job’s execution time with different resource configurations. This paper, which belongs to a series of efforts to develop a framework supporting SLAs for Grid-based workflows [1-6], will present an approach that fills this gap.

*Corresponding author
Like many popular system handling Grid-based workflow [9–11], our proposed workflow system is of the Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG) form. In the case of light communication workflows, the data to be transferred among sub-jobs is very small, usually less than 10MB. The user is also required to specify the estimated execution time of each sub-job together with the specific resource requirements. The time is split into slots with each slot representing a constant period of real time, usually from 3 to 5 minutes. Figure 1 illustrates an example of a Grid workflow with resource requirements as is specified in Table 1. The number above each link of the workflow represents the amount of data to be transferred among sub-jobs.

![Figure 1. A sample workflow](image)

In each Grid site, which is High Performance Computing Center (HPCC), the resources are managed by the software called local Resource Management System (RMS). Each RMS has its own unique resource configuration. To ensure that the sub-job can be executed within a dedicated time period, the RMS must support advance resource reservation such as CCS [12]. In our system, RMS has the capability of reserving three main types of resources: CPUs, storages and experts. An extension to other devices and other related resources is straightforward. For our example, we assume to have three RMSs with the same number of CPU = 96, number of storage = 3TB, number of expert = 10. All reservation profiles are empty.

HPCCs usually connect with the network through a broadband link which is greater than 100Mbps. The length of one time slot in our system is between 2 and 5 minutes. Thus, the amount of data to be transferred through a link in one time slot can be from 1.2GB to 3GB. With the small amount of data to be transferred among sub-jobs of light communication workflow, the data transfer can happen easily in one time slot (right after the sub-job finished its calculation) without affecting any other communication between two RMSs.

A formal specification of the described problem entails the following elements:

- Let \( R \) be the set of all grid RMSs. This includes a finite number of RMSs, which provide static information about controlled resources and the current reservations/assignments.
- Let \( S \) be the set of all sub-jobs in a given workflow. This includes all sub-jobs with the current resource and deadline requirements.
- Let \( E \) be the set of all data transfers in a workflow. This indicates the dependency between the sub-jobs and the necessity for data transfers between the sub-jobs.
- Let \( K_i \) be the set of resource candidates for sub-job \( s_i \). This includes all RMSs that can run sub-job \( s_i \). We note that \( K_i \) is a subset of \( R \).

Based on the given input, we are looking for a feasible and possibly optimal solution. The required solution is a set defined in Formula 1.
\[ M = \{(s_i, r_j, \text{start}\text{slot}) | s_i \in S, r_j \in K_i \} \]  

(1)

If the solution does not have \text{start}\text{slot} for each \(s_i\), it becomes a configuration as defined in Formula 2.

\[ a = \{(s_i, r_j | s_i \in S, r_j \in K_i \} \]  

(2)

A feasible solution must satisfy following conditions:

- **Criteria1**: All \(K_i \neq \emptyset\). There is at least one RMS in the candidate set of each sub-job.
- **Criteria2**: The total execution time period of the workflow must be within the expected period given by the user.
- **Criteria3**: The dependency among the sub-jobs is resolved and the execution order remains unchanged.
- **Criteria4**: Each RMS provides a profile of currently available resources and can run many sub-jobs of a single workflow both sequentially and parallel. Those sub-jobs, which run on the same RMS, form a profile of resource requirement. With each RMS \(r_j\) running sub-jobs of the Grid workflow, with each time slot in the profile of available resources and profile of resource requirements, the number of available resources must be larger than the resource requirement.
- **Criteria5**: The data transmission task \(e_{ki}\) from sub-job \(s_k\) to sub-job \(s_i\) takes one timeslot right after the finished time of sub-job \(s_k\), \(e_{ki} \in E\). If sub-job \(s_k\) and sub-job \(s_i\) are executed in the same RMS the data transfer task is neglected.

In the next phase, feasible solutions with the lowest cost are sought. As the number of data to be transferred among sub-jobs in the workflow is very small, we can omit the cost of data transfer. Thus, the cost \(C\) of a grid workflow is defined in Formula 3. It is a sum of the cost of using: (1) the CPU, (2) storage and (3) expert knowledge.

\[ C = \sum_{i=1}^{n} s_i \cdot r_{ti} \ast (s_i \cdot n_{c} \ast r_{j} \cdot p_{c} + s_i \cdot n_{s} \ast r_{j} \cdot p_{s} + s_i \cdot n_{e} \ast r_{j} \cdot p_{e}) \]  

(3)

with \(s_i, n_c, s_i, n_s, s_i, n_e\) are number CPU, number storage, number expert of sub-job \(s_i\) respectively. \(s_i, r_{tj}\) is the execution time of sub-job \(s_i\) in RMS \(r_j\). The value of \(s_i, r_{tj}\) can be determined with the mechanism described in [13]. \(r_{j} \cdot p_{c}, r_{j} \cdot p_{s}, r_{j} \cdot p_{e}\) is the price of using CPU, storage, expert of RMS \(r_j\) respectively.

It can be easily shown that the optimal mapping of a workflow onto grid-based RMSs with optimized cost is an NP-hard problem.

### 2 Related works

The mapping of jobs to suitable resources is one of the core tasks in Grid Computing. However, the majority of the research has been to the mapping of singular jobs, which do not exhibit dependencies to other jobs regarding input/output data. The mapping of workflows, where a single job is divided into several sub-jobs, is the next research step. In the literature, there are many attempts at this issue such as [9–11, 13]. However, all those mechanisms work to map a workflow to the Grid resources in the best effort manner.

The mapping of Grid workflows onto Grid resources based on existing planning technology is presented in [9]. This work focuses on coding the problem to be compatible with the input format of specific planning systems and thus transfers the mapping problem to a planning problem. Although this is a flexible way to gain different goals, significant disadvantages regarding the huge resource usage and long response times. For example, with a workflow including 20 sub-jobs and
the Grid including 10 RMSs, a planning system cannot solve the problem on a desktop computer because of not enough memory [1]. If the size of the problem is slightly smaller, the planning system needs several hours to find the high quality solution. This is the main cause that a planning system should not be used for a business broker.

In two separated works [7,8], Zeng et al and Iwona et al built systems to support QoS features for Grid-based workflow. In their work, a workflow includes many sub-jobs, which are sequential programs, and a Grid service has the ability to handle one sub-job at a time. To map the workflow to the Grid services, they used the Integer Programming method. Applying Integer Programming to our problem is impossible. The reason is that an RMS can handle many parallel programs at a time. Thus, we do not know how many, which, and when sub-jobs will be run in an RMS and we cannot present the constraint of available capacity as described in Criteria 4. Our problem has a close relation to the classic job shop scheduling problem (JSSP) [14]. The DAG form of our workflow is similar to the graph representing the sequence processing of JSSP. Each sub-job in our problem is correlative to each operation in JSSP. As the job shop scheduling problem is an NP hard problem, two main methods to solve this problem – the complete and the incomplete method – exist. A complete method explores systematically, though very often implicitly, the whole search space. To do this, most complete methods construct in a ”step by step” way a solution and then backtrack in case of failure [15]. These methods usually use various heuristics [15–17] to guide the choice of the next variable to be instantiated and its value, and employ powerful filtering techniques to achieve different levels of consistency. Similarly, exact methods for constraint optimization are usually based on the branch and bound principle [15] and try to eliminate heuristically as many as possible solutions not leading to an optimum one.

Complete and exact methods have in general exponential time complexity. Therefore, the solving time required by such a method may consequently become prohibitive for large-sized problems. An incomplete (non-exact) method does not systematically explore the whole search space. Instead, it tries to examine as rapidly as possible a large number of search points according to a selective or random strategy. Local search is one of the most popular examples of this family of methods. In general, these methods do not guarantee the completeness of the resolution, but require no exponential time complexity. In fact, they constitute a very interesting alternative for the practical solving of many hard and large-sized problems. The well-known methods include Tabu Search [18,19], Simulated Annealing [20], GA [21] and so on.

In the literature, when applying local search for the problem, the moving neighborhood is the most important factor in determining the speed of the algorithm and the quality of the solution. Many effective neighborhood structures N1, N2, N3, N4 [14] and N5 [22] have been proposed. The primary activity of these neighborhoods is changing the process sequence of two operations in the same machine. However, while each operation in the JSSP can be mapped to only one machine and one machine can process only one operation at a time, each sub-job in our problem can be mapped to several RMSs and each RMS can process several sub-jobs simultaneously. Thus, in our solution such process sequence changing does not exist.

The flexible job shop scheduling problem (FJSSP) extends the JSSP by assuming that, for each given operation, there exist several instances of the machine type necessary to perform it. The FJSSP is far more complicated than the classical JSSP with two main problems, that of assigning each operation to an appropriate machine, and that of sequencing the operation in each machine. To solve the FJSSP, the research community applied several local search methods and proposed several techniques [23,24] to decrease the huge search space. Those techniques, based strictly on the character of each machine, can only do one operation at a time. Our problem differs from the FJSSP in that while each machine in FJSSP can process only one operation at a time, each RMS in our problem can process several sub-jobs at a time. Thus, we cannot apply the proposed techniques to our problem because of the characteristic differences. Related to mapping task graph to resources, there is also the multiprocessor scheduling precedence-constrained task graph problem [25,26]. As this is a well-known problem, the literature has recorded a lot of methods for this issue, which can be classified into several groups [27]. The classic approach is based on the so-called list scheduling technique [28,29]. More recent approaches are UNC Scheduling [30,31], BNP Scheduling [28,33,35], TDB Scheduling [34,36], APN Scheduling [37], and genetic [38,39]. Our problem differs from the multiprocessor scheduling precedence-constrained task graph problem in many factors. In the multiprocessor scheduling problem, all processors are similar, but in our problem, RMSs are heterogeneous. Each task in our problem can be a parallel program, while each task in this problem is a strictly sequential program. Each node in this problem can process one task at a time while each RMS in our problem can process several sub-jobs at a time. For those reasons, applying a local search approach for this
In the SLA context, the problem of mapping a workflow to Grid resources is greatly different from the formal one, both in the character of the sub-job and character of the Grid resource in RMSs as presented in Section 1. An initial mechanism based on Tabu search to map a light communication workflow onto Grid resources is described in [4]. In order to shorten the computation time caused by the high number of resource profiles to be analyzed and by the flexibility of the sub-jobs’ execution time, several techniques for reducing the search space are introduced. However, in this paper these techniques cannot be applied to solve the problem because the variation of sub-job’s execution time in different RMSs is not considered. This key character leads to the following differences between the L-Map algorithm and the L-Tabu algorithm.

- If the CPU speed is higher, the price is higher. As the execution time is constant, L-Tabu algorithm tends to select the CPU with equal CPU speed. It does not pay attention to the case that the higher CPU speed makes the execution time of sub-jobs shorter and thus the total cost is lower even the price is higher. The L-Map algorithm addresses this issue.
- Moreover, when RMSs having CPU speed equal the requirement are busy and we have to consider the RMSs having CPU speed higher than the requirement, it is obvious that the cost of running a sub-job with originally estimated execution time is larger than running with a reduced execution time. The L-Tabu algorithm does not address this case. In addition, the L-Tabu algorithm has less chance to find a suitable period in the resource reservation profile of an RMS than the L-Map algorithm. This is because the required execution time period in the L-Map could be shorter and thus, easier to find a suitable gap in the reservation profile. This factor also helps to reduce the cost of the L-Map algorithm.
- Assuming a constant execution time, L-tabu can build the global relation profile between the workload and the Grid resource. From this profile, it can move the sub-job to the period having many free resources. With time variation, this technique cannot be done because the workload profile varies depends on the resource. Thus, there is no global relation profile in the L-map algorithm.

In [4], we described an algorithm called H-Map to map heavy communication Grid-based workflow within the SLA context. The key difference between a light communication workflow and a heavy communication workflow is the amount of data transfer between sub-jobs. This character influences the mapping algorithm in following aspect. With the heavy communication workflow, the cost of data transfer contributes a major part to the total cost of running the workflow. A solution with expensive RMSs but neglecting the data transfer may be cheaper than a solution with cheap RMSs but without omitting the data transfer. Thus, we cannot eliminate the solution space of the heavy communication workflow. There is no elimination of the solution space in H-Map algorithm. In contrast, we can omit the cost of data transfer of the light communication workflow in the L-map algorithm. This allows us to form a sorted solution space. If a solution is found in the lower part of the solution space, the upper part of it can be moved out. This technique helps to reduce the runtime of the L-Map algorithm.

Recently appearing algorithms such as [40,41] also map a workflow onto Grid resource with minimum of cost. However, those works assume Grid resource service handling mechanisms, which can only handle one sub-job at a time. These assumptions are not realistic, since many High Performance Computing Centers (HPCC) provide their entire computing services under one single Grid resource service [42]. We adapted all those algorithms to our problem as a mean of performance comparison. A detailed description of these approaches that apply to our problem can be found in the following sections.

### 2.1 H-Map algorithm

The work in [4] solved the problem of mapping a heavy communication workflow onto the Grid resources. An algorithm call H-Map is proposed. The main idea of the H-Map algorithm is forming a widely distributed set of initial configurations and doing the local search with each of them to find the best solution. As the problem in [4] is close to the problem in this paper, we can easily adapt the H-Map algorithm to map the light communication workflow onto Grid resources. The framework of the algorithm is retained as described in Figure 2. We change only the computing timetable function and computing cost function to suit the new requirement.
Sort the solution space according to the computation cost
Clear the initial set of solutions
While not enough solutions {
    Form new configuration by combining 2 cost levels
    Compute timetable to check the feasible
    If feasible, put to the initial set of solutions
}
For each solution in the set {
    Do local search with the cost function
}
Pick the best solution

Figure 2. Framework of the H-Map algorithm

2.2 DBC algorithm

The original DBC Grid scheduling algorithm [40], called the cost-time optimization scheduling algorithm, is used to schedule parameter sweep application on global Grids. The algorithm builds on the cost-optimization and time-optimization scheduling algorithms. This is accomplished by applying the time-optimization algorithm to schedule task-farming jobs on distributed resources having the same processing cost. Even though this algorithm only supports sequential task, the idea can be applied to our problem since our workflow can be considered as a parameter sweep application. The application of this strategy to the problem is presented in Figure 3.

Analyze the workflow into set of sub-jobs in sequential layers. Sub-jobs in the same layer do not depend on each other.
For each sub-job in the set {
    Sort the candidate RMSs according to cost order.
    For each RMS in the sorted candidate list {
        calculate the execution time of that sub-job on the RMS. If it meet the deadline then assigned the sub-job to the RMS
    }
}

Figure 3. The application of DBC algorithm to our problem

2.3 Genetic Algorithm (GA)

GA [21] is a part of Evolutionary Computing, which is inspired by Darwin’s theory of evolution. GA begins with a set of solutions called population. Solutions from one population are selected according to their fitness and used for forming a new population. This is motivated by a hope that the new population will be better than the old one. This process is repeated to find out the best solution. In [41], Yu et al also use GA algorithm to map a workflow onto the Grid resources. However, the work in [41] considered each service handling only one sub-job at a time. The GA algorithm to find the minimal cost of a light communication workflow within SLA context is presented in Figure 4.

Parents are selected according to the roulette wheel method. The fitness of each configuration = 1/cost. The cost value is computed as described in Section 1. Firstly, the sum L of all configuration
Repeat
  Repeat {
    Pick randomly an initial configuration a
    Compute finished time \( p \) of a
  } until \( p \) meets Criteria 1
  put a to the population set
until the population includes \( n \) configurations
while(\( \text{num}_{-}\text{mv}<\text{max} \)) {
  Evaluate the cost of each configuration
  \( a^* \) = best configuration
  Add \( a^* \) to the new population
  while the new population is not enough {
    Repeat{
      Select two parent configuration according to their cost
      Crossover the parent with a probability to form new configuration
      Mutate the new configuration with a probability
      Compute finished time \( p \) of the new configuration
    } until \( p \) meets Criteria 1
    Put the new configuration to the new population }
return \( a^* \)

Figure 4. GA algorithm to find the minimal cost

fitness is calculated. Then, a random number \( l \) from the interval \((0,L)\) is generated. Finally, we go through the population to sum the fitness \( p \). When \( p \) is greater than \( l \), we stop and return to the configuration where we are.

The crossover point is chosen randomly. The offspring is formed by copying from two parts of the configurations. The mutation point is chosen randomly. At the mutation point, \( r_j \) of \( s_i \) is replaced by another RMS in the candidate RMS set. It is noted that the probability to have mutation with an offspring is low, ranging approximately from 0.5% to 1%. After having the new configuration \( a' \) by choosing random configuration, doing crossover or doing mutation, the module computing timetable is called on to check if the finished time of \( a' \) is within the user’s limitation. If the finished time of \( a' \) exceeds the user’s limitation, a new configuration will be selected.

3 L-Map algorithm

In this paper, we propose an algorithm called L-Map to map a light communication workflows onto the grid RMSs (L - stands for light). The goal of the L-Map algorithm is to find a solution which satisfies Criterion 1-5 and is as inexpensive as possible.

Each sub-job has different resource requirements about the type of RMS, the type of CPU and so on. There are a lot of RMSs with different resource configurations. The initial action is finding among those heterogeneous RMSs the suitable RMSs, which can meet the requirement of the sub-job. The matching between the sub-job’s resource requirement and the RMS’s resource configuration is done by several logic checking conditions in the WHERE clause of the SQL SELECT command. This work will satisfy Criteria 1. If each sub-job has \( m \) RMSs in the candidate list, we could have \( m^n \) configurations.

The overall L-Map algorithm to map DAG to resources is presented in Figure 5. The first phase of the algorithm is trying to find out a high quality and feasible solution. We start by assigning each sub-job to the cheapest RMS. If there is a conflict in an RMS, the conflict period is resolved by adjusting the earliest start time or the latest stop time of the sub-job. After resolving this, if the conflict period still exists, sub-jobs joining the period are moved to other RMSs. If the movement is not successful we can deduce that the Grid has few free resources and the w-Tabu algorithm [3] is invoked. If w-Tabu cannot find an initial feasible solution, the algorithm will stop. We repeat the process of resolving conflict periods until there is no conflict period or the algorithm stops. After phase 1, we have a feasible solution. Starting from this solution, we limit the solution space by
removing expensive RMSs. After that, we form a set of initial configurations spreading over the search space. A local search is invoked to improved the quality of the configurations and best solution selected. The following sections will describe in detail each procedure in the algorithm.

3.1 Creating the initial feasible solution

The sequence of steps in the procedure of creating the initial feasible solution is presented in Figure 6.

Step 0: With each sub-job \( s_i \), we sort the RMSs in the candidate set \( K_i \) according to the cost of running \( s_i \). The cost is computed using Formula 3. The RMS having the lower cost to run the sub-job locates at the lower position. The solution space of the sample is presented Figure 7. Each box RMS-Rt presents the RMS and the execution time of the sub-job in this RMS.

**Figure 7. The solution space in cost order**

**Step 1:** We form the first configuration by assigning each sub-job to the RMS having the lowest cost in the candidate list. The determined configuration can be presented as a vector. The index of the vector represents the sub-job and the value of the element represents the RMS. The first configuration in our example is presented in Figure 8.
Figure 8. The first selection configuration of the example

Table 2. The earliest-latest timetable

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sj</th>
<th>ID</th>
<th>Earliest start</th>
<th>Latest stop</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>37</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>69</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>41</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>69</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>69</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>69</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>85</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Step 2:** As the execution time of each sub-job in the determined RMS is defined and the time to do data transfer is fixed, we can compute the earliest start time and the latest stop time of each sub-job using the conventional graph algorithm. In our example, assume that the user wants the workflow to be started at time slot 10 and stopped at time slot 85, the earliest-latest timetable is presented in Table 2.

**Step 3:** From the data of the earliest-latest timetable, with each RMS appearing in the configuration and each type of reserved resource in the RMS, we build the resource reservation profile. In this step, the execution time of the sub-job is computed from the earliest start time to the latest stop time. The built profiles could have many conflict periods, in which, the number of required resource is greater than the available resource. If we do not resolve those periods, we will not have a feasible solution. In this algorithm, CPU, storage, and expert are considered in the same way. Each resource has its own reservation profile. The characters of each profile are very similar to each other. To have a feasible solution, we have to resolve the conflict in three profiles. As they are very similar to each other, in this paper, we present only the CPU profile to demonstrate the idea. In our example, only RMS1 appears in the configuration. The CPU reservation profile of the RMS 1 is presented in Figure 9.

**Step 4:** There are many sub-jobs joining the conflict period. If we move sub-jobs out of it, the conflict rate will be reduced. The movement is performed by adjusting the earliest start time or the latest stop time of the sub-jobs and thus, the sub-jobs are moved out of the conflict period. One possible solution is shown in Figure 10(a), where either the latest stop time of sub-job1 is set to $t_1$ or the earliest start time of sub-job2 is set to $t_2$. The second way is to adjust two sub-jobs simultaneously as depicted in Figure 10(b). A necessary prerequisite here is that after adjustment, the latest stop time minus the earliest start time of the sub-job is larger than its execution time.
Step 5: We adjust the earliest start time and latest stop time of the sub-jobs relative to the moved sub-jobs to ensure the integrity of the workflow. Then we repeat steps 3 and 4 until we cannot adjust the sub-jobs further. In our example, after this phase, the CPU reservation profile of RMS 1 is as presented in Figure 11.

Step 6: If after the adjusting phase, there are still some conflict periods, we have to move some sub-jobs contributing to the conflict to other RMSs. The resource in the RMS having the conflict period should be allocated as much as possible, so that the cost for using resources will be kept at a minimum. This is a knapsack problem, which is known to be NP-hard. Therefore, we use an algorithm as presented in Figure 12. This algorithm ensures that the remaining free resource after filling phase is always smaller than the smallest sub-job. If a sub-job cannot be moved to another RMS, we can deduce that the Grid resource is busy and then the w-Tabu algorithm [3] is invoked. If w-Tabu cannot find an initial feasible solution, the algorithm will stop.

Figure 10. Resolving the conflict period

Figure 11. Reservation profile of RMS 1 after adjusting

Figure 12. Moving sub-jobs algorithm
In our example, the most conflict period is 42-69 with the contribution of sub-job 3, 5 and 4 sorting in descending order according to the cost. We can fill the period with sub-job 3 while sub-job 4 is moved to RMS 2 and sub-job 5 is moved to RMS 3. After this step, we have a new configuration as presented in Figure 13.

![Figure 13. The new configuration of the example](image)

**Step 7:** With this new configuration, the process from step 3 to step 6 is repeated until there is no conflict period. After this phase, we have a feasible candidate solution. The feasible solution of our example is depicted in Figure 14.

![Figure 14. The first feasible solution of the example](image)

### 3.2 Limiting the solution space

Suppose that each sub-job has $m$ candidate RMSs. Suppose that in the feasible solution, the RMS has the highest ranking at $k$. Thus, with each sub-job, we remove all its candidate RMSs having a rank greater than $k$. The process which applies to our example is presented in Figure 15. We limit the solution space in this way for two reasons:

- The lower area of the solution space contains the more inexpensive solutions for sub-jobs. Therefore, the ability to have high quality solutions in this area is very great and it should be considered intensively. In contrast, the higher area of the solution space contains expensive solutions for sub-jobs; thus, the ability to have high quality solution in this area is very low. For that reason, to save the computation time, we can by pass this area.
- The selected solution space contains at least one feasible solution. Thus, we can be sure that with this new solution space we can always find out an equal or better solution than the one found.

### 3.3 Creating the set of initial configurations

The set of initial configurations should be distributed over the solution space as widely as possible. Therefore, we create the new configuration by shifting onward to the first feasible solution. Assume each sub-job of having $k$ candidate RMSs; we will shift $(k - 1)$ times to create $(k - 1)$ configurations. Thus, there are $k$ configurations in the initial set including the found feasible
solution. With our example, the procedure is expressed in Figure 16. It is noted that in this step, a configuration can be either feasible or unfeasible.

Figure 16. Creating the set of initial configurations

3.4 Local search

A local search procedure is used to find a feasible solution and to improve the quality of the solution as far as possible starting from a configuration in the initial set. The overall local search procedure is presented in Figure 17.

```plaintext
Compute cost c of the configuration a
while (1) {
    For each neighbor in the neighborhood set of a:
        if a is feasible
            compute cost c' of the neighbor
            if c'<c put to the list of candidate
        else
            compute finished time p' of the neighbor
            if p'< deadline
                compute cost c' of the neighbor
                put to the list of candidate
        }
    if the list empty -> stop local search
    Sort the list
    If a is not feasible
        Replace a by the first solution in the list
    else
        for each candidate a' in the list
            compute finished time p'
            if p'< deadline replace a by a' and break out the loop
}
```

Figure 17. The local search procedure

If the initial configuration is not feasible, we search in the neighborhood of the candidate configuration for the feasible solutions satisfying Criterion 2. Then we replace the initial one by the highest quality solution found. In this case we have to compute the timetable and check the deadline of all configurations in the neighborhood.

If the initial configuration is feasible, we consider only configurations having lower costs than the present solution. Therefore, instead of computing the cost and the timetable of all configurations in the neighborhood set at the same time, we only compute the cost of each configuration one at a time. All the configurations are stored in a sorted list. We then compute the timetable of cheaper configurations along the list to find the first feasible configuration. This technique helps reduce the
algorithm’s runtime significantly as compute timetable procedure need a lot of time to complete. The compute timetable procedure and compute cost procedure is similar to the one in [4] with only small changes to suit the light communication scenario. The time to perform the local search procedure varies depending on the number of invoking module computing timetable. If this number is small the computation time will be short and vice versa.

4 Performance experiment

The goal of the experiment is to measure the feasibility of the solution, its cost and the time needed for the computation. The environment used for the experiments is rather standard and simple (Intel Duo 2.8Ghz, 1GB RAM, Linux FC5).

To do the experiment, we generated 20 different workflows which:

- Have different topologies.
- Have a different number of sub-jobs from 21 to 32.
- Have different sub-job specifications. Without lost of generality, we assume that each sub-job has the same CPU performance requirement.
- Have different amounts of data transfer.

The expected deadline of each workflow is equal to the earliest finished time of the workflow, which can be calculated easily by using a conventional graph algorithm. The execution time of each sub-job in each type of RMS is assigned by using formula 4.

\[ rt_j = \frac{rt_i}{pk_i + (pk_j - pk_i) \times k} \]

With \( pk_i, pk_j \) is the performance of a CPU in RMS \( r_i, r_j \) respectively and \( rt_i \) is the estimated execution time of the sub-job with the resource configuration of RMS \( r_i \). \( k \) is the speed up control factor. Within the performance experiment, in each workflow, 60% of the number of sub-jobs have \( k = 0.5 \), 30% of the number of sub-jobs have \( k = 0.25 \), 10% of the number of sub-jobs have \( k = 0 \).

As the difference in the static factors of an RMS such as OS, CPU speed and so on can be easily filtered by SQL query, we use 20 RMSs with the resource configuration equal to or even better than the requirement of sub-jobs. Those RMSs have already had some initial workload in their resource reservation profiles and bandwidth reservation profiles. In the experiment, 30% of the number of RMS having CPU performance is equal to the requirement, 60% of the number of RMS having CPU performance is 100% more powerful than the requirement, 10% of the number of RMS having CPU performance is 200% more powerful than the requirement. Along with the increase in performance, the price for each CPU class is also increased. Some important parameters of 20 RMSs are described in Table 3. More detail about the description of resource configurations and workload configurations can be seen at the address: http://it.i-u.de/schools/altmann/DangMinh/desc

expe2.txt.

The mapping is done by using four different algorithms: L-Map, H-Map, DBC and GA. With the GA algorithm, we increase the number of generations until the algorithm gains the best results. Several experiments have shown that GA needs about 2000 generations. To prove the necessary runtime to achieve the highest quality solutions of the GA algorithm, we present here the experiment results of GA algorithm with 1500 generations. The final result of the experiment is presented in Table 4. The cost and runtime of solutions generated by each algorithm are recorded in column Cost and Rt (Runtime) respectively.

The experiment is divided into 3 levels. In the simple level, 8 workflows having a number of sub-jobs in the range 21 - 25 are mapped to 20 RMSs. The results show that most solutions created by L-Map, H-Map, GA-1500 and GA-2000 converge to one value with each workflow. The DBC algorithm had the shortest runtime but found some solutions having higher cost than other algorithms. We can also see that the GA algorithm needs much greater time to find the solutions. This is easy to understand because of the computing intensive checking deadline procedure in each generation. With the H-Map algorithm, the runtime varies a lot because it depends on the number of feasible solutions in the solution space. If the number of feasible solutions is not so large, the
Table 3. RMS configurations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>name</th>
<th>num</th>
<th>cpu</th>
<th>speed</th>
<th>storage</th>
<th>num</th>
<th>exp</th>
<th>cost_cpu</th>
<th>cost_storage</th>
<th>cost_Ran</th>
<th>cost_exp</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RMS1</td>
<td>256</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td></td>
<td>300000</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.007</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RMS2</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td></td>
<td>200000</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.008</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.133333</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RMS3</td>
<td>256</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td></td>
<td>300000</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.007</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RMS4</td>
<td>256</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td></td>
<td>300000</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.007</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RMS5</td>
<td>256</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td></td>
<td>300000</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.007</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RMS6</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td></td>
<td>100000</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.008</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.16666</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RMS7</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td></td>
<td>200000</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.008</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.133333</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RMS8</td>
<td>256</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td></td>
<td>300000</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.007</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RMS9</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td></td>
<td>100000</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.008</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.16666</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RMS10</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td></td>
<td>200000</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.008</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.133333</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RMS11</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td></td>
<td>200000</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.008</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.133333</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RMS12</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td></td>
<td>200000</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.008</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.133333</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RMS13</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td></td>
<td>200000</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.008</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.133333</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RMS14</td>
<td>256</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td></td>
<td>300000</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.007</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RMS15</td>
<td>256</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td></td>
<td>300000</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.007</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RMS16</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td></td>
<td>200000</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.008</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.133333</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RMS17</td>
<td>256</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td></td>
<td>300000</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.007</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RMS18</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>3000</td>
<td></td>
<td>100000</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.008</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.16666</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RMS19</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>3000</td>
<td></td>
<td>100000</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.008</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.16666</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RMS20</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>3000</td>
<td></td>
<td>200000</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.008</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.133333</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4. Performance experiment results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID</th>
<th>L-Map</th>
<th>H-Map</th>
<th>DBC</th>
<th>GA-1500</th>
<th>GA-2000</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rt</td>
<td>Cost</td>
<td>Rt</td>
<td>Cost</td>
<td>Rt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----</td>
<td>-------</td>
<td>-------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td>-------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>1584.15</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>1584.15</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>1584.15</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>1584.15</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>1584.15</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>1584.15</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>1584.15</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>1584.15</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>1584.15</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>1584.15</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>1584.15</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>1584.15</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>1584.15</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>1584.15</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>1584.15</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>1584.15</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the intermediate level experiment, we mapped 6 workflows with the number of sub-jobs in the range from 25 to 28. Through the result of this experiment, with the runtime aspect, the situation is similar to the simple level experiment. However, there is a difference in the quality of solutions.

procedure to form the set of initial solutions which requires the checking of deadlines of many candidate configurations is invoked. Therefore, the runtime is much greater and vice versa. The L-Map algorithm found a solution in just few seconds.
found by different methods. The DBC algorithm which does not use local search found lower quality solutions than other methods. Both H-Map and GA-1500 algorithm found one solution having an equal or higher cost than L-Map and GA-2000. The advanced level experiment maps 6 workflows with the number of sub-jobs in the range from 28 to 32 sub-jobs. There is no great difference in the situation of the runtime aspect compared to the two above experiments. In this experiment, beside the DBC algorithm, we can clearly see the increase in the number of lower quality solutions found by H-Map and GA-1500 compared to L-Map and GA-2000. The result of this experiment shows that the L-Map algorithm found equal or even higher quality solutions than the GA-2000 algorithm.

In the three levels of the experiment, the runtime of the DBC algorithm is the shortest because it is the simplest algorithm and has the lowest quality results. To improve the quality of the mapping solution, we have to apply some specific techniques and thus the runtime is extended by few seconds. From the experiment data, we can see that the L-Map algorithm finds 13 out of 20 higher quality mapping solutions than the DBC algorithm.

The cost difference between solutions found by the L-Map algorithm and the DBC algorithm is small in absolute value. However, when we examine the difference within a business context and a business model, it will have significant meaning. In our business model [6], the broker performs the workflow execution service which includes mapping, executing, monitoring and error recovery. When the workflow execution has finished, it settles the accounts. It pays the service providers and charges the end-user. The profit of the broker is the difference. The value-added that the broker provides is the handling of all the tasks for the end-user. From the business point of view, the broker does the mapping and the income is more important than the total cost of running the workflow. Assuming that the workflow execution service counts for 5% of the total running cost, the broker using the L-map algorithm will have the income 6% higher than the broker using the DBC algorithm.

Moreover, experimenting the negotiation period of the SLA workflow with Web service technology, each negotiation round took a minute or more, mainly for user checking the differences in SLA content. Thus, in our opinion, the runtime of the L-Map algorithm is well acceptable in practical with just few seconds.

5 Conclusion

This paper has presented a method, which performs an efficient and precise assignment of light communication workflow to Grid resources with respect to SLA defined deadlines and cost optimization. In our work, the distinguishing characteristic is that the amount of data to be transferred among sub-jobs is very small. Therefore, we can detect and resolve conflict periods. The performance evaluation showed that the proposed algorithm creates solution of equal or better quality than previous algorithms and needs significantly shorter computation time. Which are decisive factors for the applicability of the method in real environments because large-scale workflows can be planned and assigned efficiently.
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